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EZ Does It Trivia 
(Questions Only)

1.  Which animal has black and white stripes: elephant or zebra?

Answer:

2. Which bone is found in your leg: vertebrae or femur?

Answer:

3. How many days are in the month of February when it is not a leap
year: 31 or 28?

Answer:

4. Which instrument is larger in size: the piccolo or the tuba?

Answer:

5. Which singer was a member of the Rat Pack: Elvis Presley or
Dean Martin?

Answer:

6. In the movie The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy meets which character
traveling to the Emerald City: Scarlett O’Hara or the Tin Man?

Answer:

7. Hosted in February, what sporting event is considered the biggest
media event in American sports each year: the World Series or the
Super Bowl?

Answer:
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8. A library is a place where you can borrow which items: bike tires
or books?

Answer:

9. What does a barber do: fix shoes or cut hair?

Answer:

10. The Daytona 500 is the start of what sports season: football or stock
car racing?

Answer:

11. To what instrumental family does a cymbal belong: brass or
percussion?

Answer:

12. Madrid is the capital of what country: Canada or Spain?

Answer:

13. Boeing is known for manufacturing what: kitchen appliances or
aircraft?

Answer:

14. Which animal do people in North America turn to each year
to predict whether there will be six more weeks of winter:
woodpeckers or groundhogs?

Answer:

15. Which type of smaller boat is known for helping larger ships
navigate tight spaces: a row boat or a tugboat?

Answer:
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EZ Does It Trivia 
(Questions with Answers)

1.  Which animal has black and white stripes: elephant or zebra?

Answer: Zebra. A zebra’s stripes are as unique as a human fingerprint.

2. Which bone is found in your leg: vertebrae or femur?

Answer: Femur. The femur is the longest bone out of all 206 bones
present in the adult human body.

3. How many days are in the month of February when it is not a leap
year: 31 or 28?

Answer: 28. Of all the months, February has the shortest number
of days.

4. Which instrument is larger in size: the piccolo or the tuba?

Answer: The tuba. Tubas are heavy and vary in size; they can
weigh between 30 to 50 pounds.

5. Which singer was a member of the Rat Pack: Elvis Presley or
Dean Martin?

Answer: Dean Martin. The Rat Pack was a group of entertainers
who called their home for performances the Copa Room at the
Sands in Las Vegas.

6. In the movie The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy meets which character
traveling to the Emerald City: Scarlett O’Hara or the Tin Man?

Answer: The Tin Man. In the movie, when the Tin Man cried out for
oil, production used chocolate syrup because it looked better on film.
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7. Hosted in February, what sporting event is considered the biggest
media event in American sports each year: the World Series or the
Super Bowl?

Answer: The Super Bowl. The Super Bowl has been played annually
for over half a century, and in that time it has never been canceled.

8. A library is a place where you can borrow which items: bike tires
or books?

Answer: Books. A library in Australia currently holds the record
for the longest overdue book—122 years.

9. What does a barber do: fix shoes or cut hair?

Answer: Cut hair. Did you know a person sheds approximately 50–80
hairs per day, and shedding increases in the fall and spring seasons?
Additionally, women’s hair grows at a faster rate than men’s.

10. The Daytona 500 is the start of what sports season: football or stock
car racing?

Answer: Stock car racing. NASCAR started officially in 1948 with
Bill France, who drove stock cars. The first race was on the beaches
of Daytona.

11. To what instrumental family does a cymbal belong: brass or
percussion?

Answer: Percussion. Fun fact: Snare drums were used at one time
to send coded messages to soldiers.

12. Madrid is the capital of what country: Canada or Spain?

Answer: Spain. Madrid is home to the world’s oldest restaurant,
which dates back to 1725.
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13. Boeing is known for manufacturing what: kitchen appliances or 
aircraft?
Answer: Aircraft. Boeing is an American aerospace company and 
one of the foremost manufacturers of commercial jets.

14. Which animal do people in North America turn to each year
to predict whether there will be six more weeks of winter: 
woodpeckers or groundhogs?
Answer: Groundhogs. Did you know groundhogs are the only 
rodent with a named national holiday?

15. Which type of smaller boat is known for helping larger ships 
navigate tight spaces: a row boat or a tugboat?
Answer: Tugboat. The first tugboat was used in Scotland.
 


